Committe announces Watson Fellowships
TOM PERRY
Asst. News Editor
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Last month, seniors Erich von
Tagen and Mary Walker were selected by the Thomas J. Watson
Foundation to receive this year's
Watson Fellowship. Von Tagen and
Walker, two of Puget Sound's four
nominees, were among the 60 national winners from a pooi of 182
nominations.
"My first reaction to the decision
was shock," commented Walker.
"Now I'm totally excited and totally
scared."
In addition, senior David
Kupferman, a politics and government major, was named an alternate—if one or more of those origi nally selected as a Watson Fellow
declines the Fellowship,
isuprerman will ne eiigrnie ror an
award. He will learn by April 7 if
he will receive the fellowship.
The 60 Watson Fellows were
chosen among a pool of graduating
seniors from liberal arts colleges
across the nation. Last semester,
each nominee submitted a 10-page
proposal for their individual project
and underwent an extensive inter-

SENIORS ERICH VON TAGEN AND MARY WALKER were recently selected to
recieve a Watson Fellowship. Each will receive $18,000 to explore their selected
topics outside of the United States.
view process. Von Tagen and
Walker will receive a $18,000 fellowship to explore their topics indepth outside the United States.
"Having the chance to travel
around the world is an incredible

opportunity," von Tagen stated.
"Nothing could match this honor."
English major von Tagen plans to
study, "The Good, the Bad, and the
Ugly: Professional Wrestling in the
Postmodern World." Specifically, he

plans to research wrestling as a professional sport in Japan and Mexico
and look at its role within the two
countries.
General interest was von Tagen's
reason for researching this 'un-

Campus climate proves respectful
ERIN SPECK
News Editor
Last Monday, members of the
Residential Life Task Force presented the results of the campus climate portion of last year's Residential Life Survey.
Overall, about 80% of the students
said that they felt they were treated
well overall on campus by many of
the groups and organizations as well
as the official offices of the Univer sity, from the registrar's office to
Residential Programs. The Dean of
Students Office actually recieved
one of the lowest ratings for treating people respectfully out of all of
the offices and services presented.
"As a whole, students feel that
they are treated respectfully on this
campus," said Robin Foster, a member of the Task Force and assistant
professor of psychology.
Among the most prominent "per-

petrators of descrimination" were
The Trail, KUPS, and members of
the Greek system. As of now, statistics have not been released to the
public and will not be released until
the analysis of the data is complete.
The information presented seemed
to highlight the tensions and differences between Greek and independent students. The independents felt
particularly maltreated by the
Greeks, overall.
Approximately half of the student
body responded to the survey given
eight weeks into the school year in
fall of 1.995. However, the Task
Force is not sure how to read the
numbers. A definition of discrimination was not given in the survey
and the different interpretation of
this concept by various respondents
to the survey may have skewed the
results one way or another.
"We can't know what the students
meant by discrimination or what the
extent and nature of the discrimina-
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national

tion was," commented Foster. "I
think that a survey of this scope will
have problems and require a difficult and long term analysis."
The survey, which is being presented in several portions, was created in an effort to determine
whether or not the University should
become more residential. Most private colleges and universities have
about 75% of their students living
on campus, while UPS has onh
about 50% of their students residing in on-campus housing.
"The Board [of Trustees] decided
that we should be more residential."
said Task Force member and professor Sarah Moore.
Hence, the survey was written to
find out what students liked and disliked about the housing and campus
climate in particular. Currently, the
data on both of these areas is being
examined to see what type of
changes need to be made at the University.
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touched topic.' "I have always been
interested in professional wrestling
and the majority of Americans don't
know about the sport internationally," he stated. "In Mexico, for example, professional wrestling is the
second most popular sport behind
soccer. I'm not looking for Hulk
Hogan."
Biology major Walker plans to
study alternative methods to the
treatment of cancer across the world.
She intends to travel to Japan, Germany, Great Britian, China, Mexico,
and Greece. In each country, she
will study the different types of cancer treatment and their effectiveness
compared to American methods.
According to an article in Open
Line, her interest derived from experience as an occupational therapy
volunteer atAllenmore Hospital and
from friends and family who have
suffered from cancer.
"American treatment for cancer
has taken a more traditional approach,' Walker said.
Sarah Sloane, chair of the UPS
Watson Selection Committee, said "I
am very pleased with this year's applicants. This gives them the opportunity to follow their dreams."

BECKY BROWNING

Staff Writer
UPS junior Kefi Brown was recently notified that he was chosen
as a recipient of the Goldwater
Scholarship for the 1997-98 school
year. Brown was awarded $7,500
that will go towards his tuition for
next year.
The Goldwater Scholarship and
Excellence in Education Program
was authorized by the United States
Congress in 1986. The aim of the
program is to insure the availability of well educated and qualified
individuals for the fields of science,
math and engineering. The
Goldwater awards were available to
250 juniors and seniors showing extreme potential and a commitment
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pursue a career in natural scirice, mathematics or engineering.
Each candidate had to be recommended for the scholarship by their
educational institution.
Brown, a chemistry major. commented, "My department left me a
note about the scholarship. I
started working with Kate Miner
to create the best application possible and sent it in. After that, it
was just a lot of waiting." Miner
is the Assistant Director of the
Honors Program at the University.
Last summer, Brown was
awarded the Murdock Research
Grant, which he used to assist in
funding his current project. He is
examining the phosphorescence of
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into new
season
Page 12
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Bernstein to speak at UPS

A student reported his bicycle stolen from the racks near the
Wheelock Center. He stated he used a "U-bolt' lock, but felt he may
not have secured it properly.

The former Washington Post journalist who exposed Richard Nixon's
Watergate Scandal will speak at the
Fieldhouse on April 10 on the subject of his new book, a combination
religion and politics.
"[His Holiness] is about the secret
role that John Paul II has had in ending the Cold War, hastening the demise of Communism, and forming a
strategic alliance with the Reagan
Administration," commented
Bernstein.
Bernstein, author of several books

including All the President's Men
and The Final Days, will attempt to
reveal through his lecture how the
relationship between the Pope and
the Reagan White House has
changed the geopolitical landscape.
Bernstein began his long career as
a simple copyboy at the Washington Star and has worked his way up
into prestigous positions on publications such as Time and Vanity Fair,
as well as doing some work in broadcast journalism as Senior Correspondent for ABC TV.
Bernstein, in conjunction with
others, has set the standard for modern-day investigative reporting.

A student reported damage that occurred to her vehicle while it was
parked near 1101 North Lawrence Street. Anearby garbage can may
have been knocked into the vehicle.

Li. April 3 April 10

p.m. on Thursday, April 3 in Thompson 124. The general public is welcome. Refreshments will be provided.

March 11

-

March 31

A student reported her vehicle was damaged while it was parked
near the Ceramics building. It appeared as if it was side-swiped by
another vehicle.
The Chemistry Department reported approximately $2500.00 worth
of equipment missing from one of the labs. They believe the equipment was stolen.

ERIN SPECK

News Editor

A staff member from Facilities Services reported a couch missing
from the Harrington lounge.

Academic and
Career Advising presents ASK night to-

A student reported a suspect attempted to steal her bicycle from the
front porch of her residence on Lawrence Street. The suspect fled
when she opened the front door.

A staff member reported his vehicle stolen from the Fieldhouse parking lot. He left the vehicle in the lot for the weekend while on an
Athletic trip. The vehicle was later recovered several blocks off campus. Contents from the vehicle were discovered missing.

night from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. in the Rotunda. Alumni will
present advice on how
to make the most of
your UPS experience
as well as career information and opportuL
nities. Activities
throughout the day
include: 3:30 p.m.,
MC 003, Slide presentation by Barry Broman, a retired Career Diplomat for the U.S.
Department of State; 4:30 p.m., MC
003, a presentation by Barry
Broman on the state relations between the U.S. and various Southeast Asian countries; 5:00 p.m.,
Marshall Hall, Society of Women
in the Math and Sciences Dinner;
5:45 p.m., Murray Board Room,
ASK night orientation; 6:30-8:30
p.m., Rotunda, ASK Night. For
more information, contact Ron
Albertson at x3433 or visit http://
www.ups.edu/advisinghomepage.htm.

**please remember to report suspicious activity to Security Services at Ext. 3311.

As part of the Thompson Hall
Science Seminar Series, Steve

Hui-O-Hawaii will host a concert
featuring the Ka'au Crater Boys, a
popular Hawaiian music group. The
Ka'au Crater Boys, whose music
ranges from Hawaiian rock to country oldies, will play at 8:00 p.m. on
Friday, April 18, in the Memorial
Fieldhouse. Tickets cost $8 for students and $10 for the general public, and will be avaliable in the
Weelock Student Center. For more
information, call x3664 or send an
e-mail message to "hui@ups.edu ."

B leiler of Portland State University
will present his lecture entitled
"Little Big Knots, a Very Happy
Trick." The seminar begins at 4:00

will join the Stadium High School
Concert Band for and evening of

A student reported his bicylce was disconnected from the front wheel
and stolen from the racks on the SE corner of Thompson Hall.
A staff member from Facilities Services reported graffiti written in
black ink in the men's basement bathroom in the Wheelock Student
Center. The graffiti was not legible.
The Office of Information Systems reported the theft of some
memory and the hard drive from a computer in the Howarth Hall computer lab. Apparently someone removed the cover and took the components.
A student reported someone tried to steal her vehicle while it was
parked on North 18th Street near Harrington Hall. The lock in the
driver's side door was damaged and the ignition switch broken. Nothing was taken from the vehicle.
The Music Department reported the theft of a special tape recorder
from their composing lab.

**Summer and Fall positions at Security are still available. Stop by
A-Frame A for more information and an application.

Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Carl Bernstein will give a lecture on his book about a hidden alliance he uncovered between the Pope
and the Reagan administration, at 8
p.m. on April 10 in the Memorial
Fieldhouse. His latest book, coauthored with Marco Politi, is titled
His Holiness: John Paul II and the
Hidden History of our Thne. It focuses on the authors' discovery of a
secret alliance between the Pope and
the Reagan administration, an alliance which hastened the demise of
Communism. Tickets cost $5 for
general admission, or free with a
Puget Sound student ID card and are
avaliable at the InfoCenter or
through TicketMaster.

The University Wind Ensemble

U .WIST CARL

BERNSTEIN will lecture
about politics and
religion in the
Fieldhouse on April 10.
music onApril4 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Concert Hall. Admission is free.
For more information, call x3555.

Senior Theater Festival is coming! The first show is Samuel
Beckett's "Endgame," April 4 at
7:30 p.m. and April 5 at 2p.m. and
7:30 p.m. Tickets are avaliable as
a package—all five shows are $9
general and $6 for students/seniors—or individually on the day
of performance. Tickets are
avaliable at the InfoCenter. Look
for posters across campus for more
information regarding the shows.

The UPS Collegiate Flute
Choir will present a baroque festival on April 5 at 7:30 p.m. in
Kilworth Chapel. Directed by
Karla Flygare, the program features
antiphonal music performed by
flute choirs from PLU, SPU, and
UPS. Admission is free.

School of Music Student Recitals presents Theresa McKenty, vocal, on April 6 at 7:30 p.m. and Autumn Inglin, violin, on April 7 at
7:30 p.m. in the Concert Hall. Admission is free.

As part of the Concert at Noon
Series, Edward Hansen, University
Organist, will feature works by
Thiman, Unkel; Vaughan Williams,
and Walond on April 11 at 12:05
p.m. The concert will take place
in Kilworth Chapel with free admission. For more information,
call x3555.

Svoray recounts story of Neo-Nazi infiltration
I
ERIN SPECK

:.

.

News Editor

..

..

Last Thursday in the Kilworth
Chapel,
lecturer Yaron Svoray told an
* .
amazing story of espionage and intrigue. He recounted his experiences
wt
as a spy into the modern-day Nazi
faction in Germany.
Svoray, working in conjunction
with the Simon Weisenthal Center in
Los Angeles, went undercover as
Australianjournalist Ron Furey in an
attempt to find out about the current
n right-wing movements there.
'
"I was there to prove that there are
NAZI INFILTRATOR YARON SVORAY speaks on his
no Neo-Nazis. There arejust Nazis.
experiences with the movement in modern Germany. A Nazi is a Nazi is a Nazi," he said.

tiE.

Svoray told of the many secret modern-day Germany. Svoray found
Nazi leader meetings that he at- that the Nazi movement there was
tended, where his life was in danger much stronger than any authority
more than once because of a slip of was willing to admit.
Since Svoray exposed his findings
the tongue. The audience learned
and his disguise to the world, he has
received a letter every month from
the FBI telling him his rank on the
Nazi hitlist.
"No matter what happens, I will
know that I have done the right
about his barroom brawls playing thing," he said.
Svoray feels that the battle against
Nazi games of courage.
"I'll tell you that there's nothing these forces is only just beginning
more fun that an Israeli Jew beating and that it is important that society
up a Nazi in Germany," commented is a strong force against it.
"I think that if we don't pay attenSvoray.
He, under guise, was able to meet tion to history, we are doomed to rethe most prominent Nazi leaders in peat it," he said.

N

BROWN from PAGE 1growth hormone releasing peptides.
These peptides help to regulate the
release of the growth hormone from
the pituitary gland.
Brown explained, "I am hoping
to relate a difference in structure to
a difference in reactivity"
Brown's hormone project vi 11
become a part of his senior thesis
project next year. Growth hormones are also being carefully researched at Tulane University. In-

formation concerning the release of
hormones could ultimately lead to a
cure for pituitary dwarfism.
Of his award, Brown said, "I believe the scholarship board is based
on looking for students that have impressive past experience, but also
hold potential for achieving their future goals."
Brown has attended UPS since his
freshman year. He is active as a
Resident Assistant, and had also

worked as a tutor in the Center for
Writing and I .earnmg I In '.u; 1mcr, Brown plans to coinrl:1: icarch at the UniveNitv of linne
sota, where he has receiv 'd another
gram. After graduating, l3ro; n intends to go on to graduate school.
but has not yet decided on a specific jIhtitIJtjofl
'lni still not sure what part. of
chemistry I real lv like " Rrnsn
sidled.

Do you think that the housing assignment process is
fair?
QM

"I think at each house
everyone should assemble
and fight and the winner
gets the house"
—Mik Carroll

"If you know how to
cheat the system, of
course the housing
process is fair,"
—Thomas Edwards

I believe that the
application process is very
fair
—Derleltra Hunter

PhotoPoll by Kim Gugler
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Shadows highlights
tropical rainforests
BECKY BROWNING
Staff Writer
Approximately forty-five students
and faculty members gathered Monday evening for "Out of the Shadows of Borneo," a presentation concerning the tropical rainforest of Indonesia. The gathering was organized by the Earth Activists club.
The presentation featured a slide
show and lecture given by the director of the Rainforest Awareness
Project, Kevin Russell.
Betsy Till, Co-president of the
Earth Activists, remarked, "I was
pleased with the message that was
presented. I feel the presentation
was pretty successful. There were a
lot of people coming in on their own,
not just group members."
After receiving an advertisement
about the awareness project the activists looked into obtaining more
information and decided to arrange
for Russell to speak on campus.
Russell has spent extensive time living within the rainforest of Borneo,
among the native peoples. He now
works out of Colorado, traveling to
lecture for one or two months out of
the year.
The Rainforest Awareness Project

works to organize community activities, education for environmental
awareness, and alternative school
programs focusing on the environment in kindergarten through middle
school students.
At UPS the Earth Activists work
in cooperation with groups like
Green Corp., Citizens for a Healthy
Bay, and Snake Lake in attempt to
increase environmental awareness
on campus and in the community.
Till explained, "There are so many
people we feel like we aren't reaching on campus. Little things can
make a big difference."
"We are trying to work with other
clubs on campus to gain support and
encourage similar issues," added
Co-president Jessica Morrison.
So far, the Activists have arranged
joint projects with organizations like
AIESEC, Amnesty International,
and ASUPS. Plans for the celebration of Earth Day are currently being discussed. The group also participates in on going projects, currently members are concentrating on
a letter writing campaign to Congress members. The Earth Activists
meet every Tuesday at 8:00 pm in
Jones 204. All interested individuals are welcome.

'Guffman' pulls down your pants, laughs
oblivion. Guest stars as Corky, a
flamboyant NYC reject of the "offoff-off-off Broadway" scene who is

PANNILL CAMP

Staff

Writer

The last time I remember laughing straight through an hour and a
half movie was when I saw "Dumb
and Dumber" stoned. But no chemical enhancement is needed for Christopher Guest's new tongue-in-cheek
sleeper "Waiting for Guffman."
Guest mimics the style of Rob
Reiner's 1984 faux-documentary
"This is Spinal Tap." This time the
subject of low-key roasting is an unholy marriage of hyperbolic theatre
sap and small-town American

L.MOVIL
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hired to direct the sesquicentennial
theatrical tribute to Blaine Missouri,
a town distinctively known as the
"stool capital of North America."
"Waiting for Guffman" scores all

of its points at the expense of its
characters. Corky follows his
gauche, egoist instincts to create a
show so bad it recalls Mel Brooks'
"The Producers." But the Blameites eat it up. The cast of five includes such rubes as Johnny Savage,
a local mechanic, and Libby Mae
Brown from the DQ, who aspires to
someday creating a "healthy, low-fat
or no-fat... Blizzard." "Waiting for
Guffman" gives us license to guiltlessly laugh at, and fills the screen
with easy targets.
These targets can (and here lies
my only reservation) be too easy.

Corky's stereotypical effemininity is
amusing at first, but seems to progressively grow through the film,

iiiifor Güffinan"is
it/a/luau extended
11I0n on ii
preillise...
and grow old. Guest fumbles when
he latches onto the obvious, but the
jabs are, for the most part, well
placed.
"Waiting for Guffman" is essen-

tially an extended improvisation on
a brilliant premise. Don't look for
evidence of a script, or for that matter a camera. The charm of movies
like this and "This is Spinal Tap" is
no one seems to be acting; we are
reminded that they are fictitious only
by a few recognizable actors and the
sheer absurdity of the situations.
Guest takes the form and refines it.
If "This is Spinal Tap" went too long,
"Waiting for Guffman" knows when
to quit, but not before we see the
"My Dinner With Andre" action figures. It's smart, funny and completely non-self-conscious. See it.

ThP;izzci Cullcvr
"More food than you can eat"
COMMENCEMENT BAY
BED & BRE-A—K—FAST
\ featured in "NWBesI Places"
* Spectacular Bay Views!
Hot tub * Fireplace
Fantastic Breakfasts!

* Minutes from UPS
3312 N. Union Ave.

(206) 752-8175
http:I/www.bbonhine.com/waicbayGreatviews@aol.com

Not Ready for the

GMAT, GRE
or LSAT?

Call us.
The Steven Klein Company is a local company with a small staff of
dedicated test experts. Steven has been teaching the LSAT since 1984
and Leah Hoyer has taught all GRE and GMAT classes since 1992. This
guarantees that our students receive our personal commitment to
providing the best products possible.
At the Steven Klein Company we pride ourselves on offering superb
products at a reasonable price. With us, you pay less and get more.

Call for more information

524-4915
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'Lost Highway'follows path to confusi on
PANN1LL CAMP

Staff Writer
"What the hell was that all about?"
my friend Zach asks accusingly as
we walk out of the theater. I don't
have an answer. I've just dragged
him to see "Lost Highway," David
Lynch's latest foray into macabre
psychological landscapes.
"Well I'm not sure it's about anything specific," I reply.
"Well, it sucked is all I know. I
can't believe Ijust spent seven bucks
on that." Zach's reaction is understandable. "Lost Highway" follows
the path Lynch has cut for himself
since the early eighties—one which
increasingly refuses to acknowledge
the familiar conventions of American film, and consequently leaves
most sane viewers lost in a tumult
of bewildering images and illogical
events. For those who are prepared
for Lynch's frenetic visions, the film
offers an expressionistic experience
which is unique in form and emotionally thrilling. But "Lost Highway" is a lot like an experimental
amusement park ride. A few thrill
seekers are satisfied, while the majority of those who try it are left
queasy and disoriented.
Lynch's first work in over four
years drops us into the uneasy existence of Fred Madison (Bill Pullman), ajazz musician who lives with
his wife (Patricia Arquette) in a
condo decorated so sparsely it seems
no one lives there at all. Fred hears
a cryptic message on his intercom
one day which begins a bizarre sequence of events which land him in

jail for his wife's murder, where he
apparently becomes Pete Dayton, a
nineteen year-old auto mechanic
played by Balthazar Getty. Dayton
then begins a dangerous affair with
a gangster's mistress played again by
Arquette. The plot dissolves from
there into the film's latter half which
is so convoluted and surreal that
even Lynch's fans will have a tough
time distinguishing a "meaning" as
it were.
"Lost Highway" starts off so chillingly that I initially thought the
maker of Blue Velvet had finally
mastered his wandering infatuation

4Is

and innovative filmmakers working
in the U.S., and "Lost Highway"
gains points for drawing the eye consistently on a tight budget. In an era
of film being rapidly dominated by
computerized images it is refreshing
to know some directors are still using lenses for special effects. Such
inventiveness, however, can serve to
further alienate the audience by contributing to its sense of illusive
schizophrenia. The cinematography
is engaging, but can't quite save
"Lost Highway."
I have always given David Lynch
more credit than most. His stories
remind me of my own writing: re-

plete with intriguing ideas and images, but too obscure and disjointed
to compel attention for very long.
"Lost Highway" fails to break this
mold and fits in well with Lynch's
portfolio of disturbing expressions.
Those who can appreciate films like
"Blue Velvet" and "Dune" for their
unique quirks and experimental aesthetic will probably not be disappointed by "Lost Highway". Those
like my friend Zach, though, who
expect a movie to build a coherent
structure with a satisfying sense of
closure are advised to save their
cash. This highway leads nowhere
tangible.
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with darkness. But Lynch gives up
on the Madisons too early. Fred's
mysterious transformation into Pete
vanquishes the suspense entirely and
the film lapses into a weird farcical
soft-porn which is entertaining on its
own merit, but the switch kills the
story's credibility, and it never recovers. Lynch makes no attempt to
reconnect with the audience save a
lame cyclical plot twist at the end
which sheds no light on the film's
intent.
Movies as eccentric as "Lost
Highway" tend to defy normal discussion of performance and cinematic technique. Pullman and
Getty spend most of their camera
time looking either apathetic or confused, as if the actors themselves are

Poetic 'Endgame' begins
Senior Theatre Festival
JED SMITH

play states, "The end is in our beginning and yet we go on."
Production dates are April 4 at
"Endgame," the first of the five- 7:30 p.m., and April 5 at 2:00 and
part Senior Theatre Festival, rep- 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $3 general
and $2 for students,
resents five seniors'
faculty and seniors.
theses: Michael
The Senior TheCruz as Hamm, Jock
his is the first of
Carter as Cloy, and
a five-part series
of upcoming Senior
ues with "Giving up
Adria Malcolm as
Theatre Festival plays.
the Ghost," by
Nell, all perform one
Cherrie
Moriaga,
of their acting theflIJfl
ses; freshman Andy
directing thesis by
Ill
Gretchen Haley,
Cartozian playing
the character of
April 11 and 12;
"Fool for Love," by
Nagg completes the
cast. Joel Morgan, in his first of Sam Shepard, directing thesis by
three production design theses, is Tobin Maheras, acting thesis by
also co-scenic designer, and, Jed Michael Cruz, production design
Smith, director and the other sce- thesis by Joel Morgan, April 18 and
19, Spring Awakening by Frank
nic designer, rounds out the senior
Wedekind directing thesis by Sh
theses.
"Endgame" is, at heart, a simple, annon 0 Donnell April 25 and 26
poetic tale of four people stuck in and "The Stand-In," by Keith
Curran, directing thesis by Fred
a room with no chance of ever leaving. It is an exploration of the mis- Lopez, acting theses by Jock Carter
ery of human existence while tryand Adria Malcom, production deing to find the laughter and the hope sign thesis by Joel Morgan, May 2
therein. The play tackles various and 3 Full season tickets for all
five shows can ne puruiac
questions, like "Why are we
"What is our purpose?" and "What general ana $ .'Ldents faculty and
happen. oext' As one line in the
seniors.

Staff Writer

T

trying to figure out what Lynch is
trying to convey. Patricia Arquette's
penchant for bland delivery seems
rivaled only by her characters' need
to disrobe (Lynch pushes the skin
quotient far past the "Fire Walk With
Me" level for those who are curious).
Generally the film lacks notable
performances with the exception of
Robert Loggia who gives a hilarious twist to his typical tough guy
role. Cameos by Richard Pryor and
Henry Rollins are entirely wasted.
What the film lacks in solid performances is somewhat made up for
by its visual virtuosity. David Lynch
remains one of the most resourceful
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Tacoma Only Breweiy!
The best deal in town. . .period.

Blur bust loose, Panic just bust
• Blur—Blur

Widespread Panic—Bombs & Butterflies
TED SPAS

Music Reviewer
Nimble thinkers, those Blur
boys. They feel their career beginning to stagnate. They watch
Oasis steal their commercial
thunder by being a pack of hairy
louts and thus appealing to "The
Common Man." They realize that
they're never going to dominate
Magic America the way they took
hold of Merry Olde England.
Staring down the prospect of
their fifth (!) studio album, feeling creative paralysis creep in,
what do Blur do? They go mad,
and make a simply brilliant album.
Their self-titled fifth album is
a challenging beast, indeed. Covered in thick helpings of lunatic
guitar noise (courtesy of Blur's
resident Guitar Hero, Graham
Coxon), Blur also contains some
of the band's most personal lyrics to date.
From the bleak landscapes of
"Death of a Party" to the weary
romanticism of "You're So
Great" (written and sung by Graham, all by himself! Go Graham!
Woo-HOO!), Blur have taken
several difficult steps beyond the
chirpy pop jauntiness that populated their last three albums.

The bouniy "circus "feel
ofpast Bill,r efforts is
SilbIilleIIbeIY3, iiiaIin'
for a iiiore eiiiotionaiiy
affectiiiaibuffl.
The songs themselves, on the
whole, are magnificent. They
bound easily from deranged
psychedelia to stomping pop
sing-a-longs without losing track
of the sterling melodies. The
bouncy "circus" feel of past Blur
efforts is subdued and darkened
here, making for a more emotionally affecting album.
Blur have made a series of excellent creative choices, and deserve hearty praise for making an
album which is, at heart, a thing
of beauty. What's more (geez,
here's the bit where I make a
sunny prediction for the band,
thus jinxing them and ruining
their careers), they seem to be finally on the verge of hitting it big
in The States.
The album's first American
single, "Song 2," is making the
rounds as we speak, and the kids
seem mightily impressed by it, as
well they should be. You've probably heard it, it's the one where
they keep yelling "Woo-HOO!"
while the guitars separate your
head from your body. It's the sort

of thing that makes Joe America
reach for his checkbook, and
"You're so Great" deserves to be
a monster hit, too. Blur really
oughta make it this time, but what
do I know? I thought they head
truckloads of great songs the last
three times, too. This time,
though, Blur intend to bring the
ruckus. Look for 'em on tour this
summer, and buy the damn album, willya?

smacking your kids. If that little Benet
girl's parents had just taken the axe to
their Perry Cuomo LPs, their little girl
might not have ended up a tabloid headline (not that they had ANYTHTNG to
do with it, the legal boys just reminded
me).
So take responsibility for your
record collection. Look, you don't hafta
smash EVERY bad album you buy.
Used CD/Vinyl stores are a great place
to ditch stuff that's just a bit uninteresting. The truly VILE stuff, though...
t'aint no excuse for that. Feel the old-

time Pagan Fire rise up in your soul,
give out a terrific war cry, and
SMASH that baby just like your an-
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cient ancestors caved in the heads of
sabre-toothed tigers.
Here, I'll show you how it's done.

EXCLUSIVELY

for

FACULTY

Here's the new album from Widespread Panic. DIE, YOU BASTARD!
WHACK WHACK WHACK
WHACK WHACK WHACK
WHACK WHACK WHACK (Christ,
these CDs are hard to break. Get the
hammer.) WHACK!!!! There we go.
No-talent hippie layabouts. Thought
you could escape my wrath? Think
again, chumps.
See? Vinyl breaks in a really cool
way after just one solid whack from
the heel of a man's dress shoe. CDs
take all fuckin' DAY.

and

STAFF
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DONT BE AFRAID TO
SMASH YOUR RECORDS...
The argument that, for me,
settled the vinyl vs. compact disc
debate was that vinyl looks much
cooler when, frustrated by the inferior song quality contained on,
say, any Michael Jackson album
after Thriller, you smashed the
fucker to death on the edge of
your stereo.
Vinyl EXPLODES when
smashed, flinging sharp vinyl
shards into every corner of your
dwelling. You'll still be picking
those things up YEARS from
now, thinking back on past moments of fury, feeling the warm
glow of righteous destruction
waft through your room like a
zephyr.
CDs just kind of break apart in
a fairly noncommital way, sometimes BENDING (who the hell
wants to BEND a bad album to
death?), sometimes just snapping
like the useless bits of plastic they
are. Smashed vinyl is bigger,
darker, and more spectacular allaround.
The only edge CDs have is that
if you throw them off the roof of
a shed onto asphalt, they
BOUNCE. I tried this with a
Garth Brooks CD, and I got up to
five bounces before the candyassed thing finally splintered. It
was satisfying, but not as satisfying as breaking Leonard Nimoy
vinyl or even that Madonna tape
we torched back in '91.
Regardless of the recording
medium, record-breaking action
(har) is a deeply powerful grassroots approach to music criticism.
Hell, if more people smashed bad
records, we'd have fewer of those
lousy twelve-step programs.
Sure, taking out your fury on
crappy albums is probably misplaced aggression (we'd be better served by beating up BANDS)
but it might just keep you from

\
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r fast relief from the nagging ache -of taxes,
we
0 recommend TIAA-CREF SRAs. SRAs
are tax-deferred annuities designed to help build
additional assets—money that can help make the
difference between living and living sell after
your working years are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted
from your salary on a pretax basis, so you pay
less in taxes now. And since earnings on your
SRAs are also tax deferred until you receive them

F

as retirement income, the money you don't send
to Washington can work even harder for you.
What else do SRAs offer? A full range of
investment choices and the financial expertise
of TIAA-CREF—America's largest retirement
organization'
To find out more, stop by your benefits office
or give us a call at 1 800 842-2888. We'll show
you how SRAs can lower your taxes.
Do it today—it couldn't hurt.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

pIrYJ

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it°
0

Based on assets und inrnsagement.

CREF certiFicates are distributed b' TIAA-CREF lncivdual and Institutional Services, inc. For more complete information, including charges and expenses,
call 1800 842-2733. ext. 5509. For a current CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 2/97.
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FILMS
6Apr11 - Campus films presents
Tombstone in Mc 003. Film times
are 6:00 & 8:30 p.m. Admission is
$1 with UPS ID.
8 April - Arlo Pelegrin and the
Honors Program presents Delicatessen in Mc 003 at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

r/qr
I,

guest band from Stadium High in
the Concert Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Admission is free.

- $10. For more info call 591-5894.

4 April - Steve Miller Band plays in
the Fieldhouse at 8:00 p.m. For
more info call x3419.

3 - 27Apr11 - Kerouac: The Essense
Jack plays at Velvet Elvis Arts
Lounge Theater at 8:00 p.m. ThurSun. Tickets are $14- $18. For
more info call 624-8477.

ARTS
3Apr11 - Edith Carlson and Jamie
Walker are featured in Kittredge
Gallery. Hours are 10:00 a.m. - 4:00
p.m. Mon - Fri & 1:00 - 4:00 p.m. on
Sun. Admission is free.

THEATER
4 - 5Apr11- Senior Theater Festival
begins with Endgame at 7:30 p.m.
with matinee performance at 2:00
p.m. on 5 April. Student tickets are
$2 for for individual plays and $6 for
the entire festival. For more info call
x3419.

MUSIC
4 April - Wind Ensemble plays with

VF)i

3 - 10APRiL,1997

FILMS
4-9 April - The Rialto Film Guild
presents subUrbia at Rialto
Theater. Admission is $5. For show
times and more info call 591-5894.
6 April - World Calvacade Film
Switzerland plays at Pantages
Theater at 2:00 p.m. Tickets are $6

THEATER

of

MUSIC

For more info call 467-1111.
4 April - Tacoma Symphony
presents Leon Bates, pianist at
Pantages Theater at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $14 -$42. For more info
call 591-5894.
5Apr11 - The Nightcaps, The Boss
Martians and The Molestics play at
the Crocodile Cafe in Seattle. For
more info call 448-2114.

3Apr11 - 15 May - The Tacoma
Public Library presents Beyond
Category: the musical genius
Duke Ellington at Handforth Gallery
in the Library. Gallery is open 9:00
am. - 9:00 p.m. Mon - Thur and
9:00 am. - 6:00 p.m. Fri & Sat.
Admission is free. For more info call
591-5666.

5- 6Apr11 - Built to Spill plays at
RKCNDYin Seattle at 8:00 p.m. on
5 April and 7:00 p.m. on 6 April.

4Apr11 - Campus band, The
Racketeers play at Java Jump in
Fife at 6:00 p.m. Tickets are $5.

6- 9Apr11 - Maynard Ferguson
plays at Dimitriou's Jazz Alley in
Seattle. For more info call 4419729.

of

4Apr11- Silly Rabbit and Sweaty
Nipples play at the Fenix in Seattle

The Puget Sound Trail

6Apr11 - The EMG Recital Series
presents Janet See, Baroque flute
at the Seattle Art Museum at 3:00
p.m. Admission is $12 -$20. For
more info call 325-7066.

7Apr11 - Shudder To Think, Pond

vfoli

Area
1&2 bdrm, hot water pd. iute court- 1 & 2 bdrm 3 floorplans to choose RAISE I. JP TO $1250 IN ONE
yard with pool. Huge priva tebalcony/ from. DW, patio/balcony, covered WEEK! C REEKS, CLUBS, MOTIpatio wlsemi-fenced yard 1. Olympic parking available. Deluxe floorplans VATED II' 'IDIVIDUALS. EASY NO
Manor Apts. 7301 N. 6th Ave. 565- include fullsize w/d, utility room & FINANCI AL OBLIGATION. FOR
fireplace. Close to UPS, Hwy 16 & MORE INT ORMATION: 1(800) 8628096 or 472-RENT
Westgate shopping center. Tacoma 1982 EXI 33
$99 move-in speci al!
Garden Apts. 5802 N. 33rd. Str. #102
UT1TI•
Vi] kIIL1iII] r4
,
fully
car759-6827
or 472-RENT
Unfurnished 3 bdrm house
POSSIBLE READING
$°S
I
II!1IIlt1N
peted, fireplace, W/D hook up,garage.
BOOKS. I Part 'fime. At Home. Toll
$750 a month. Located at 3 09N21st. 2 bdrm, 1&1/2 bath, FtP, walk-in
Free (1) 8C)0-218-9000 Ext. R-9448
closet, D/W, disposal, controlled acCall 759-3097.
for listings
cess entrance, covered prkg & elevaHeat & hot water paid, cor trolled ac- tor. Wrights Apts. 812 S. K St. 572April 5th: 1 fencing tournament for all
cess entrance & laundry facilities 4235 or 472-RENT
Mention
this
ad
for
student
discount.
Military
artd Civilian Novice fencers
available. On quiet residet tia1 street.
I,
with a mit imum of 10 lessons to a
$275 - 2310 South lOt h St. Call
627-1854 or 472-RENT
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from maximum of 100 lessons will be held
Mention this ad for student discounts. pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, attheNels on Recreation Center at Ft.
gistration is at 10 --AM.
tTT U i1 TL! IIfla Repo's, REO's. Your area. Toll Free Lewis. Re
are welcome. A visitor's
2 bdrm with full size w/d. Fireplace, (1) 800-218-9000 Ext. H-9448 for Spectators
be
picked up at the Main
dishwasher, patio/balcony with pri- current listings, pass may 1
Gate. Visi itors must show current
vate storage and 1 & 1/2 1 bath availvehicle r :gistration and proof of
able. Orchard Ridge 5111 S. 12th St. SEIZED CARS from $175. Porsches,
insurance. For any other information
756-2080 or 472-RENT
Cadillacs, Chevy's, BMW's, Cor- contact, Br uce Burch, (206) 588-3759
$99 MOVE-IN SPEC IAL
vettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your area. or Harold I -lilleman, (206) 759-4327.
•
Toll Free 1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-9448
- :, i
] i EI
I] 1 I(ttS11 N
1&2 bdrm, D/W, disposal, controlled for current listings.
Don't forg rt to check out the Features
access entrance, off-street p arking. W/
D in 2 bdrm. Maples Apts 315 N. J $1000'S POSSIBLE TYPING. Part Section of 1 this week's Trail. Enter and
Time. At Home. Toll Free (1) 800- you could win a fantastic prize. SubSt. 383-3554 or 472-REN]
218-9000. Ext. T-9448 for listings.
missions aj re due Tuesday, April 15th.
Rent from a UPS Al um.

10Apr11 - Tacoma Philharmonic
presents An Evening with the
Guarneri String Quartet at
Pantages Theater at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $14 - $31. For more info
call 591-5894.

ARTS
3Apr11 -21 June - Very Special Arts
Washington presents No Boundaries '96 - '97 at the Convention
Center in Seattle at 6:00 a.m. - 12
midnight daily. For more info call
447-5000.
3 April -2 May - The SWCA
presents Works From the Other
Side at ArtSpace Gallery in Seattle.
Feminist art highlighted. For more

Rm*

We have Moved!
Better home
JSame mean Cat
ri
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Buy Sell Trade - games, vids, belts . whatever

-

I I

TACOMA, WA
b

98402

II-I: (206) 593-0134
FAX: (206) 593-4571

We Pay CASH for Used CD's
Over 6000 CD's Priced at S7.99 or Less.
Come see us at 4027 Tacoma Mall Blvd. next to
Super Crown Books and across from Red Robin

L

474-0521
$1.00 off any CD with this coupon
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Everyone Says I Love
' SHINE
R
PG- 13
Fri - Wed 7PM
SatiSun Matinee 4:30 PM
SatiSun Matinee 2:15PM
Thurs, April 10 7PM

Tkq P"get"' , Sound Trail
7

10Apr11 - Reel Big Fish, The
Investigators and Engine 54 play at
Power Plant in Seattle at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets are $7.

moft

advertising gets results.

GENERAL MEETING

and Skeleton Key play at RKCNDY
in Seattle at 8:00 p.m. Tickets are
$8.50.

Adults: $4.00- Seniors and 16 & under: $3.00
Matinee $3.00 & $2.00 - Call for matinee times

PM THURSDAY
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Wednesday night is College
-< Alight 8pm-lam!!
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Titn. PHONE NUMBER
OFFICE: #3197

I

2 hours of free pooi,
Ow

DITOR:

#3661

1114 Broadway
Downtown Tacoma

$2 beers and $2 pizza!
Phone: 572-0300
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To celebrate April
foolihn, The
: TtiI i giving you :
the ehanei to drut
: your coloring duff.
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you fI like it. To
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bclow and return the
whole cheat to the
Ttciii office (W-qC
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p.m. on Tueday,
April 1!. Winner
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a future edition of
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LOGG R SPORTS
W KLY
With all the excitement surrounding the start of the Seattle Mariners' season, what athlete cannot be inspired by the versatile range of
talent possessed by our heroes up north. The Logger baseball team hopes to scale fences like Griffey, knock doubles like Edgar, and
maybe even look like Buhner. The softball team can relate to the adventure spring training, with backward hats and shades in
California, during tane-up games for the NCIC season. Tennis has been knocking winners that resemble well-placed hits by A-rod. And
if Crew keeps rowing as they do, they'll soon have arms like Paul Sorrento.

Fortune unkind to Logger's in losses
• One-run setbacks constitute early-season disappointment for UPS baseball
MIcALI RICE

Sports Editor
The last two weeks have not been
kind to the Logger baseball team.
The Loggers were swept in a pair
of three-game series against Eastern
Oregon and Pacific, with three of the
six losses coming by one run.
Saturday's NCIC doubleheader
against Pacific saw the Loggers run
head-on into the conference leader.
Pacific kicked its offense into high
gear, winning the first game 14-5 and
the second 7-3, thus improving their
conference record to 6-0.
Friday's game against Pacific saw
the Loggers lose a close pitching
duel 4-3. Pacific capitalized on early
Logger errors, scoring two unearned
runs and taking a 4-0 lead. Pitcher
Justin Talmadge settled down after
the rough start, going six innings and
collecting six strikeouts.

The Loggers comeback fell just
short as the tying run was stranded
on third in the seventh inning. Although his showing was impressive,
Talmadge was saddled with his first
loss of the year, dropping his record
to 1-1. Talmadge leads the Loggers
in strikeouts with 24 and ERA with
5.20.
Despite recent misfortune, the
Loggers have players that are swinging a hot bat. Chris Hardner leads
the t.am in hitting with a .433 average in 30 at bats. Justin Morante is
hitting .426 in 47 at bats, while Tim
Berge is hitting .413 with eight
doubles, one home run and 16 RBI.
The Loggers have an opportunity
to make up lost ground in with three
NCIC games at Whitworth this
weekend. Despite a 3-13 overall
record, 1-4 in the NCIC, the Loggers have plenty of time to get back
in the chase.

,,

PITCHING will be key for the Loggers' as they hit the middle of the NCIC season.

Loggers travel south,
earn softball victories
KAREN KIM

Assistant Sports Editor
In order to get away from the rain
and the wind, the Loggers softball
team decided to head south in search
of warmer weather for Spring Break.
First stop on their schedule was
Portland, where the Loggers played
their first NCIC games of the season in a doubleheader against Lewis
& Clark. The Loggers enjoyed their
first conference victories in an offensive blowout over the Pioneers.
Behind Sara Noble's pitching,
the Loggers cruised to an easy 9-3
victory in the first game.
Lewis & Clark didn't fair any better in the second game, which was
called by the umpire in the fifth inning with Puget Sound leading 122. UPS outscored Lewis and Clark
by a 21-5 run margin in the doubleheader.
During spring break, the team
flew down to sunny California to
play non-conference games against
Southern Cal College and Azusa
Pacific.
A combination of solid defense

and consistent hitting led the Loggers to a doubleheader victory over
Southern Cal College.
The Loggers experienced difficulties against Azusa Pacific, who
are ranked sixth nationally in the
NAJA. In the first game of the
doubleheader, the Loggers left too
many runners on the base and were
unable to score enough runs to overcome Azusa Pacific's four run lead.
Puget Sound led 5-1 midway into
the second game, but a couple of
errors by the Loggers combined with
well placed hits by Azusa Pacific put
them right back in the game. The
Loggers should have won the game,
but the team just couldn't string
enough hits together to cut into
Azusa Pacific's 9-5 run lead.
Shortstop Heather Paulsen expressed that,"the team was a bit disappointed in our loss to Azusa Pacific, but the team's been hitting the
ball very well so far in the season
and playing strong solid defense. We
still have things to work on, but we
still remember to have fun."
Heather Paulsen had a strong performance up at the plate during the

.

Loggers' spring break. On the
roadtrip, Paulsen hit 6-for-Il with a
.545 batting average, which included
two home runs, a triple, a double,
and two singles to round out the
cycle.
According to Freda Franklin, the
team's strength lies in the fact that,
"Everyone on our team has the potential when they get up at bat to hit
the ball very well. Our line-up can
produce hits and runs all the way
down the line."
Followed up by strong pitching
from the mound, the Loggers have
kept the competition from scoring.
Noble, who has a 1.63 ERA and
freshman, Kassia Vote with 27
strikeouts have been essential to the
Loggers success this season.
Despite their losses to Azusa Pacific, the Loggers had a very successful roadtrip improving their
overall record to 7-5 1 2-0 in the
NCIC.
This weekend, the Loggers head
down to Oregon for conference
match-ups against fourth ranked Pacific on Saturday, before facing
Linfield on Sunday.

Wom-en's tennis
suffers first loss
SIERRA SPITZER

Assistant Sports Editor
The Logger women's tennis team
suffered its first setback of the season last weekend.
Puget Sound lost to NCJC foe
Whitworth 6-1, before suffering
another 6-1 loss to Gonzaga in a
non-conference match, also losing
by a 6-1 margin. The two losses left
the women's team with an 8-2 overall record.
Although these losses may have
broken their perfect 8-0 record, they
did not dampen the confident spirit
of the team.
"It was our first outside match
and it took us awhile to get used to
the sun, wind and cold. But the
matches were fairly equal," said Jen
Bollinger. 'There were a lot of 3set matches and overall we're doing really well."
The women's team feels confident that they can regain their winning ways this week as their NCIC
play Continues with a series of
m itches

Play begins on Friday against
George Fox, before two separate
matches on Saturday against Pacific and Lewis & Clark. The Loggers' busy weekend finally concludes with a match against
Linfield on Sunday.
The men's team currently stands
at 6-4 overall, a record that was
boosted by a 7-0 win over
Whitworth. However, the Logger
men also suffered a 5-2 defeat at
the hands of Gonzaga.
The men's team has had mixed
results so far this season, but they
are slowly building up their record
in hopes of making a run at the
NCIC title. Wins this weekend
could prove essential to obtaining
potential title status.
This weekend will also be a
busy one for the men's team, as
they hit the road to play four NCIC
matches.
The Logger men will be at
Lewis & Clark on Friday, George
Fox and Pacific on Saturday. The
weekend will close with a Sunday
match against Linfield.

Mariners have talent to
win first World Series title
PAT MALONEY

Sports Commentator

With the finish of college basketball and professional basketball
and hockey coming to an end, it
means it is the start of baseball season. For the Northwest, this is a time
to get excited about the Seattle Manners' chances of winning the World
Series. This summer the team went
out and made several bold moves.
With a solidified pitching rotation,
should the Mariners avoid injuries,
they will win the 1997 World Series.
Over the summer the Mariners
acquired three new starting pitchers.
Scott Sanders, acquired from the San
Diego Padres, is a hard-throwing
right-hander who should be able to
step into the rotation and pitch a sub-

stantial amount of innings.
The team also signed veteran free
agent Dennis Martinez. The former
Cleveland Indian should utilize his
experience to be an adequate fifth
starter.
The most important move all summer was the acquisition of Jeff
Fassero from the Montreal Expos.
Fassero has always been underrated
while pitching in Montreal. He is an
excellent starter who could make a
run at the Cy Young Award.
Another crucial factor to the
Mariners' success is the health of
Randy Johnson. If he can regain his
dominating form of 1995, there is no
team that can beat the Mariners in a
seven game series. Although he has
pitched well throughout spring training, his status cannot be determined

Golf
April 3-4
Marlow mv.
© FircrestG.C.
12:00 p.m./1 0:00 a.m.

until he gets a few regular season
starts under his belt.
The Mariners hitting and fielding
will consist of an offensively potent
and defensively-sound group. Potential All-Stars Alex Rodriguez, Edgar
Martinez, Jay Buhner and Ken
Griffey Jr. all should put up the same
or better numbers than they did last
year. These four stellar hitters should
continue to strike fear into the hearts
of opposing pitchers in '97.
This is the best assembly of talent
the Mariners have ever had. With a
rebuilt pitching staff and the same
potent lineup, a World Series victory
is eminent. With this looming, Mariner fans are going crazy waiting for
Opening Day. The Northwest has
another great year of baseball to look
forward to.

As the season near the halfway
mark, the Logger track team has seen
several athletes achieve national and
regional qualifying standards.
After last Saturday's Spring Break
Open in Edmonds, the Loggers have
five athletes who have achieved a
national qualifying standard in at
least one event. Fourteen Logger
athletes have qualified for the NAJA
Regional meet, which will be held

at Pacific Lutheran University.
Ahman Dirks has also eclipsed
UPS standards, as well as two national qualifying marks. After setting
a school record in the 3,000 earlier
in the year, Dirks set a school record
of 3:49.3 in the 1,500, March 22 at
the Oregon Preview in Eugene, Ore.
Dirks followed that performance by
breaking the school record in the
5,000, running 14:22 last Saturday.
Greg Fox added his name to the
list of national qualifiers on Saturday, finishing the 10,000 in 3 1:18.

Men's Tennis
April 4
Lewis & Clark
© Portland, Ore.
3:30 p.m.

Baseball
April 5
Whitworth (DH)
© Spokane
1:00p.m.

April 5
Pacific and George Fox
© Forest Grove, Ore.
& Newberg, Ore.
9:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

April 6
Whitworth
© Spokane
12:00 p.m.

April 6
Willamette
@ Salem, Ore.
10:00 a.m.

Softball
April 5
Pacific
@ Forest Grove, Ore.
2:00 p.m.

Women's Tennis
April 4
George Fox
© Newberg, Ore.
3:00 p.m.

April 6
Linfield
© McMinnville, Ore.
2:00 p.m.

April 5
Lewis & Clark and
Pacific
© Portland, Ore.
& Forest Grove, Ore.
9:30 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.

* * *

* * *

Track athletes meet standards
MICAH RICE
Sports Editor

Track & Field
April 5
W. Wahsington mv.
@ Bellingham
12:00 p.m.

* * *

Three Logger women met national qualifying standards at
Edmonds. Andrea Boitano won the
10,000 in 36:45. Beth Robbins also
met the national standard in the
10,000, finishing in 37:39. Sarah
Andrews also qualified for nationals by running 10:08 in the 3,000.
Andee Anderson ran 12.34 at
Edmonds for her fourth straight win
in the 100. Samantha Duncan and
Sally Spooner finished first and second, respectively, in the discus,
throwing 124-2 and 115-2.

MONTEREY

April 6
Linfield
@ McMinnville, Ore.
10:00 a.m.
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Dayton Hughes
Chief Recruitment Officer

* * *

* * *

Crew
April 5
Husky mv.
@ Seattle
TBA

You are invited to attend

International
Careers Presentation

* * *
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EVERY MONDAY

INSTITUTE

OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
4~ 111=11

ORDER A PITCHER

"ViVA LAS VEGAS"
WE WILL DRAW A NUMBER
IF YOU 1-IAVE THAT NUMBER
YOU GET TO SPIN THE

OF HENRY'S ALE
GET A FREE GLASS

MONEY WHEEL

1

WmY:m 19n
Thompson Hall, Room 125

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

Monterey Institute of International Studies

Admissions Office
425 Van urzn Strect Montei€y, CalifGrilia
40 USA
Phone (408) 647-4123 • Fax (408) 647-6405
Internet E-Mail: admit@miis.edu
httpi/w.iu
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"EVERY WEDNESDAY
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NO PURCF1ASE NECESSARY

GETS A TICKET, NO PURCHASE NECESSARY
IF WE CALL YOUR TICKET NUMBER
YOU WIN A PRIZE.........
YOU MIGHT WANT TO TRADE IT FOR BOX if 1 OR BAG #2
CAREFUL, YOU COULD GET

ZONKED!
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Golf team takes
fifth in opener

The Logger golf team opened their season by taking fifth at the Willainette Tournament, March 24-25 in Salem, Oregon.
The six-member men's team finished
with a two-round total of 680. Pacific won
the event with a score of 639.
Josh Hosford led the Loggers, shooting 82 in the first round and 81 the following day foratotal of 163. Mark Clement was close behind with a total of 165.
Marlow Kruse was the lone UPS women
in the competition, tying for 12th in the
women's division with a total of 195,
The Loggers will host the Fry Marlow
Jr. Invitational today and Friday at the
Fircrest Golf Club.

Hrebenar served
weekly award
Man Hrebenar earned the Athlete of the
Week for her performance as the No. I
singles player on the women's tennis
team.
Hrebenar, who has a 9-1 scason record
in singles matches, also has a 7-3 record
with doubles partner Jeanne Moar.

Crew team puts work to use
DIANNA WOODS

Contributing Editor
I
The UPS crew team won first place in four
out of ten races, making for a good showing
in the first regatta of the season, last Saturday.
The varsity men's lightweight four and
eight, the novice men's four, and the varsity
women's four were victorious over crews from
Western Washington University and Seattle
Pacific University in 2000 meter races. PLU
and University of Oregon were absent from
races due to Spring break schedules.
The men's lightweight four finished in 7:22,
11 seconds ahead of second-place SPU. The
men's lightweight eight also earned a victory.
in 6:54, one mere second ahead of SPU. The
men's novice lightweight four also claimed a
victory in an exhibition race, 26 seconds ahead
of second-place SPU.
The women's varsity four won their race in
8:48, nine seconds ahead of second-place
SPLASHING into the season, Logger teams won four races, Saturday.
Western Washington.
These wins give UPS a strong season start tion ot new coach and tormer Uk'S rower, MIKe Seattle at the Husky Invitational. This race is
in spite of recent team setbacks. Varsity Willy. Off-season training began in Septem- great for spectators because the final sprint
woman, Katie Gulliford raced in the varsity
ber and ran through March, ending with an
runs through Montlake Cut.
men's lightweight eight when an injury preintensive practice week during spring break.
The MeyerfLamberth Cup on, April 19, is a
vented the boat from being filled.
During the especially cold and rainy break, one-on-one race between UPS and PLU for a
Many of the students racing varsity this year
practices were held twice a day for each team
rotating trophy. UPS has not held the Cup in
are freshmen and/or novice rowers. Novice
division. Many new training methods were several years and is eagerly awaiting the
rower, Christina Miyamasu rowed in all nov- instigated this year including steady-state (30- chance to take it back. The season's final race,
ice women's events, light and openweight. The 90 minute) workouts, weight training and flexthe Pacific Coast Rowing Championships, will
men's openweight team was demolished when ibility exercises. Rowers keep a workout logbe held in Sacramento, CA.
members were lost due to injury and ineligi- book to chart their progress.
Anyone interested in information on race
bility.
UPS Crew will be participating in six more times and locations can contact UPS Crew at
UPS Crew began this year under the direc- races this year. Next week's race will be in
extension 3140.

Well actually there is more. Like House Margaritas for $1.99. Long Island Ice Teas for $1.99. And, special drink
and food deals. Billiard Tables, NTN Interactive-Trivia, electronic darts, and video games. Starting now, every
Thursday night is College Night from 9 to Midnight with 99 cent microbrews! There is even a microbrewery
right on site, serving up our award-winning brews like Buttface Amber Ale and Total Disorder Porter. There's only
one place where you get all this:

RAM BIG HORN BREWING COMPANY (LAKE WOOD RAM), LOCATED RIGHT
NEXT TO THE LAKEWOOD MALL.
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10019 59th Ave. SW • Lakewood • 584-3191 • Also in Tacoma, eatt1e, and Puyallup.
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Survey reveals ditscrimiLnatory 7rai
The results of the 1995 Bagel
Survey were reviewed in an open
forum Monday afternoon. Much to
the surprise of the staff of The Trail,
we were cited as perpetuating discrimination at a percentage notably
higher than other student services or
peer groups. Because clear definitions were not given concerning the
feelings of discrimination held by
students, we can only speculate why
this result was reached. It is apparent to us however, that gross
misperceptions have been made regarding the attitude of The Trail towards its student body.
We assume the student displeasure is directed towards the Opinions section as News, Features and

Sports are purposefully unbiased.
Therefore this article will deal only
with the Opinions section.

One common mistake made by
our readers is that individual staff
opinions reflect the opinion of the
staff as a whole. On the contrary, our
opinions seldom match, and articles
run rebutting stories printed only a
week earlier. We view it as important, as our duty, to run articles that
suggest controversy. We are fulfilling the expectations of a responsible,
socially-minded media institution by
publishing unpopular ideas and beliefs that are discordant to the hearts
of the majority. The Trail is not discriminatory. We run a broad view of
the opinions from both staff and stu-

dents alike.
It is this sort of action that results
in societal change. Imagine the ar4

guments made in favor of a round
Earth were crushed at their concep.
lion and realize the blatant ignorance
that would fester. Exposure to unpopular ideas may lead to new, positive changes in the way we perceive
our world, figuratively and literally.
Even if the stories we run in no

way promotes thought advantageous to a peaceful, nondiscriminatory society, they give the public a
hold on exactly what it is that bothers them. It is naive to think everything is fine and dandy. Hiding or
ignoring the problems we have
won't make them go away. It is essential we are aware of the conflicts
plaguing us. Suppose The Trail
hadn't published the letters from
David Stennett last year. "The European Student Union? Oh, I do
love Europe! What a fine idea and
what a fine young man that founder
is." You might not have know Mr.
Stennett thinks the numbers of the
Holocaust were inflated to gather
sympathy for the Jews and make the

Germans look bad. He even went so
far as to explain his opinion in a very
loud voice at a lecture given by a
Holocaust survivor. Not a very sensitive man, and not especially popular. But we ran his letters anyway
because they let you know what was
going on with the whole issue. That's
the important thing.
An interesting trait you might see
in many journalist is their love of
controversy. It will make many a
writer's day to get responses to their
work. A person could write in, say
how much they hated the writer's
piece, rip it apart and threaten to
have them punished for their opinion and they'll love it..Basically, we
just want you to give a shit.

Sexual assault education addressed adequately
DIANNA WOODS

Contributing Editor

In the March 13th edition of The
Trail a student wrote a letter to the
editor concerning sexual assault on
our campus. She claims "blatant
ignorance" on Residential Hall
Association's part for not recognizing the relevance of the issue on
our campus. Yes, there is a bit of
ignorance floating around our campus. Yes, itis possible many of our
students have been affected by
sexual assault. But no, it is not the
fault of RHA if the issue is not well
known.
Upon entering UPS and the dormitory system, all students are in-

vited to attend programs that take
place in their dorm addressing many
of the possible issues they will be
faced with. Questions concerning
alcohol, study habits, diversity issues and sexual assault are answered
through RA-directed, student-participation activities.
If students choose to attend these
programs when they first come to
college they have definitely given
themselves an advantage. As we all
know, college life is very different
from the life we lead under the roofs
of our parents' homes. We've been
given our independence and along
with that, responsibility.
The RHA offers programs on
sexual assault. The Health and
Weliness Center has information and

counselors you can talk to. We all
know sexual assault is a problem. If
someone is not aware of this, or

ih' all know sexual
a?Ii;iiiltI5 a proWein. If
soiiieone is not aware of
tbi: or wishes to learn
Illo1'(';thOIItit, there are
pleiity of opportunities
lo Iii' ediicateti
wishes to learn more about it, there
are plenty of opportunities to be educated. Sexual assault is a definite

problem that must be faced and conquered, but we do not need to have
a required class to educate us on every social malady in our society, Instead, it must be the student's responsibility to get themselves educated
via the many avenues the RHA, the
Health and Wellness Center and
other, off-campus programs.
It is our responsibility to recognize and combat the problem. If you
go to a party and plan on drinking,
make sure you go with a buddy or
two and keep an eye on each other.
If you are a member of a fraternity,
fight against the stereotype you've
been given and refuse to allow any
sort of behavior that suggests sexual
assault is acceptable. And if you are
a victim of sexual assault, tell some-

one and get help. Notify security, the
health center, your RA or cc, a professor, a friend, anyone! You are the
one who can make sexual assault a
definite issue on campus. You are,
through unforeseen and unfortunate
circumstances, one who can help
keep it from happening again.
If there's ignorance on this campus concerning sexual assault, it's in
the student body, not in the RHA.
Making sexual assault "an educational priority" is the right idea and
a step in the correct direction. The
RHA is doing all it can, though, and
it's "blatant ignorance" in the situation is entirely unfounded. They are
not our baby-sitters. We don't have
those anymore. We have to take care
of ourselves.

What's with all the Chrsitmas lights that are still clinging to the bushes in front of
Jones? We're in April now, so congratualtions on getting the nine-month head start
for Christmas decorations! Way to be on the ball! Renobs.
I like that they put the tables out in front of the SUB and they seem to have gone
over well with the students, but do they really need to be nailed down? I guess so,
since I'm trying to find a way to steal chairs, since they're light and comfortable.

I love all this great 21st century computer software that lets us import and stretch
graphics and edit little cartoony drawings and stuff, but all it seems to do is slow
down your computer. I miss Pagemaker 2.0.

I think there should be a Cellar meal plan. You could expand the Cellar into Club
Rendezvous, hire more employees and students would get to eat good food. If a
large orange juice costs 132 points at the SUB, though, I'd hate to see what a pizza
would be.

Food services closed down for an hour on Wednesday when it was bright and
sunny and people were dying for something cold to eat or drink. This sucked. KUPS
doesn't close down when they have a staff meeting. Food services is hardly open
and available enough as it is. They shouldn't be closing it in the heart of the day.

actually have found a way to combat
the "wall" syndrome and actually
help the student body have a more
diverse group of friends throughout
the year.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Marx

Response to freshman disharmony
This letter is in response to an article written in the March 13 edition
regarding "Freshman Disharmony
Concerns." I agree that the phenomenon of "The Wall" is a vast problem and one that most freshman
classes have to face. I also agree that
programs like Preludes and Passages
deserve the attention they get for
being such great ways to get people
to meet each other. But, the author
suggests that the problem of "The
Wall" could be alleviated if UPS
adds more "Campus films or campus speaker" events. These events
are incredibly worthwhile, but I
don't think they are going to help
people branch out.
First, UPS, for being the size that
it is, actually offers a lot in the way
of campus speakers and other oncampus events as far as I'm concerned. But, even if you don't agree,
adding more of these events isn't
going to help people branch out because they will just go to these programs with their current group of
friends, listen to the speaker, then
leave— with their same group of
friends.
If we want to develop programs
to invite students to venture out of
their comfort zone and meet differem groups of people, we need to provide programs that are more similar
to UPSs Passages program. That is,
would argue that events which ac:ually provide some participation
hcyond sitting and listening to a
speaker or watching a movie (i.e., a
kite flying contest) would allow
people to interact with each other
more.
Moreover, if we are going to offer events like these, perhaps we
should force people to be in groups
that they don't choose themselves,
but are chosen randomly as is done
at Passages. Then, I think we might

RHA funds sexuality programs
Throughout the year, RHAC funds
the Programming Board, the portion
of the RHA responsible for implementing educational and social programs within the hall communities.
The only specified requirement of
hail vice-presidents who serve on the
Programming Board is to organize
and present a sexuality program
within each hall. The purpose of these
fund allocations and the sexuality
programs are to educate students and
try to reduce the misconceptions regarding sexuality issues. Past programs have included AIDS awareness, safe sex, and bulletin boards
highlighting college campus statistics
regarding date rape, harassment, etc.
In light of our efforts at promoting a safe living environment for students, it is disturbing when a letter
to the editor highlights a quotation
taken out of context from a meeting
regariing date rape that the author
did not attend. While there may be
individuals who do hold the opinions
stated in the quotation, we want to
emphasize that this is not the opinion whatsoever of the RHAC. Our
mission is to promote the general
welfare of students in the Residence
Halls, which makes date rape a very
relevant issue.
Sincerely,
Christy Mather
Matt McGinnis

Less talk and more
action needed
Today, everyone is a critic. Smug
and self-satisfied, legions of people
write letters to editors, reproaches to
magazines, diatribes on every conceivable slight their paranoia can produce to anyone willing to read and
publish them. Surprise, surprise,
Tolfree and Kennedy - this statement

includes you.
Proceed immediately to The Trail
office to offer the benefit of your
abilities. Write about those things
that really matter on campus - or, at
least, whatever you perceive to be
important. Show that inept staff how
things ought to be done, and be prepared to be criticized constantly for
your efforts. Wishing that things will
change is weak and ineffectivevery much like whining.
Less talk—more action,
Jane Thomas

Rebuttal to
Kupferman letter
Dave Kupferman, now there is a
name that strikes fear into the hearts
of Greeks. If you could not tell, I was
being extremely sarcastic, and yes
Phi Delts can use big words like that.
Personally I cannot see why Dave
Kupferman has such a problem with
the Greek system. I think it is because he was pissed he got system
dropped when he rushed. I was kidding, he had the choice, just like
everyone else I might add, to rush
and pledge a fraternity. His choice
was not to do so. I respect that
choice, but I do not see'where he gets
off criticizing the people that did
choose to go Greek.
My biggest misunderstanding is,
why do he and other independents
(not all independents, but the ones
that do), think they need to poke fun
at the Greek systems. The Greeks do
not run around talking about how
stupid, unsociable, uninvolved or
what losers independents are. The
reasonsare, one, these adjectives are
not necessarily true, two, we have
better things to do with our time,
such as philanthropies, studying and
activities, and three, we could care
less what independents do with their
time. Dave Kupferman see the
Greek system as a drunken
saturnalia (orgy for the layperson. I
now count two big words). This is
obviously not true. Yes, we have
functions and fraternities do have
events with sororities, but this is a
far cry from a booze-fest or an orgy.
Let us now address the accusations of slavery (slave auctions).

Dave thinks that the Sigma Chi's
date auction to raise money for the
Dorenbecker Children's Hospital
was a racist and un-PC event. This
is sad, to put it in Kupferman's
words. It is a dirty shame that these
men went out, put forth effort, and
organized an event to contribute to
a cause as worthy as a children's
hospital. Phi Delta Theta also holds
a date auction in order to raise
money for house improvements.
These men are not forced into doing this, they do it on their own free
will. Again, they have a choice. Slavery entails unwillfull sale, into a
situation that they do not choose to
be in. There is no force, thus there
is no slavery. I could understand this
foolish outrage if an auction was
called the "Sigma Chi Buy a Slave
Auction," but it's not.
Kupferman's unwarranted attack
on the Beta Theta Pi fraternity
boggles me. Excuse my ignorance,
if there is any, but what did they ever
do to you? Maybe they did not let
you into a party because you were
not on the guest list. I usually see
many independents at Phi Delt functions, but they are on the guest list,
and usually they are not jerks like
yourself that need to hold an "Independent Rush" party, that, if I remember correctly, flopped. Joking
aside, the Betas are good men, and
I am proud to call some of them my
friends. Maybe Dave should try to
make friends instead of enemies.
To conclude, the Greek system is
not an enemy waiting to strike independents everywhere. It seems
stupid to me that some independents, such as Kupferman, need to
help themselves justify their decision not to rush, or pledge, by trying to downplay those who did.
Deal with your decision, like we
have dealt with ours, like the adults
we are supposed to be. Before you
write another editorial to a newspaper, hopefully not the campus newspaper, you will get all of your facts
straight. This has to do with the date
auctions for charity and house improvement, and your accusations
about the beliefs of others.
Sincerely,
Ryan Lucia

Guest students cause seating chaos
Ai,iy STOCKErF
Contributing Editor
Have you ever gone down to the
SUB to grab a quick lunch and review your notes before a quiz? What
about chatting with a few friends
over fries and a cheeseburger? Or
maybe you came down to the SUB
on a Tuesday or Thursday. You have
a half and hour between classes and
it's noon.
You hurry, because you know how
many people are going to he there,
waiting in a twenty minute line for
their Little Charlie Pizzas. But
you're not exceptionally worried,
because you're an expert at speed
eating and you know ten minutes is
all it will take.
So you walk into the servery and
notice there is an inordinate amount

of people milling around. First you
think, "there must be something great
for lunch" but then you see the line
at Full Fare and a sea of letterman's
jackets and know you're wrong.
There's a high school debate tournament today. Maybe it's a choir concert, or orchestra, but it doesn't really matter because your nightmare
has begun.
You go for a salad and some
chicken strips, because you know
that will be fast. Proud that you made
it through the servery in your twenty
minutes allotted time, you step into
the Great Hall and frown. Every table
is full and groups of loud, excited
high school students mass around the
room.
Your ten minutes to eat and get to
class is slowly ticking by, so you
hurry upstairs to the loft, but the same

sight greets you. Back downstairs
you go. and into the Rotunda. Nope
again. Outside appears to be your
only choice. At least now there's
tables to sit at outside: the cold cement and wet grass were ne or too
appealing.
This is not to say that these high
school students should not be allowed to eat in the sub or hold their
events at UPS in the first place. It's
probably a really nice changefor
them, from the everyday monotony
of high school. No doubt the servery
loves their arrival too. Hundreds of
people paying cash must mean lots
of money. However, something has
to be done about seating.
if the Rotunda were closed to
these visiting high school students,
then at least there would be one place
to go if you wanted some peace and

quiet and a scat. The Rotunda, however, is pretty small, so maybe the
loft would be a better choice. It does
not seem like it would take much
effort to put a sign up outside the
Rotunda or on the stairs to the loft.
Either way there needs to be a place
reserved for UPS students on those
days when the high school students
come.
Also, it's important that the Rotunda not be closed to all students
on these days. Nothing is worse than
wading through the chaos of the
servery to find that, not only are
there hundreds of additional diners,
but a closed Rotunda as well.
Obviously, a little pre-planning
may be in order and the extra effort
for a sign might be needed. This
seems like an easy task, though, and
one that is sorely needed.
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The Combat Zone is intended as a satirical work and, as
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